Using Big Data and Semiotics to
understand Climate Change clusters in
the UK and build resonant political
narratives
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Objectives and Methodology

Methodology
Cultural Narratives: This looked at cinema, advertising, literature, music and public service announcements that have
been developed over the past year - to understand narrative tropes
Political Openness: This looked at climate emergency declarations by various councils, historical voting patterns in
each region (for climate related issues as well as the referendum), levels of education and urbanity → to understand
“openness” vs “insularity”
Climate Awareness: This looked at the vulnerability of various cities by population to “climate” issues. We looked at a
range of manifestations - Air Quality for the past decade / pollution data*, meteorological data (temperature and
rainfall ﬂuctuation over the past 10 years), ﬂooding risks.**
Social Media Discourse: Here we examined public posts about climate related discussions taking place online, with
special reference to actions (marches, recycling, petitions) and perspectives (academic, institutional, sceptical, etc.)
Search Engine Behaviour: We looked at how each of the cities was searching for climate change and related subjects
over a one year period to understand what was increasing.
* While Air Pollution is not directly linked to climate change, we note that they are linked to the same source, the present energy model. In addition, we see that it is a “clear manifestation” of an
abstract problem.
**We also examined some unique data sets such as “the onset of spring” - which tracks when spring emerges in the various cities, as well as bird disappearance. However, these were not
integrated into the analysis as they did not show any signiﬁcant pattern.,
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Objectives
The purpose of this exercise is to develop ways to make climate
change a central part of the political discourse in the next general
election in the UK.
In order to do this, QUILT.AI has developed a method that looks at
cultural narratives, political inclination, climate vulnerability, social
media discourse and search engine behaviour.
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Sample
1.

300 cultural data points (movies, cinema, books)

2.

Voting patterns of all councils & MP environment and climate issues

3.

Total ofﬂine population covered : 19 Million; of which 5 Million are in the 17-30 age group on social media

4.

500,000 unique posts OR engagements around climate / environmentalism in this age group

5.

Over 17 million internet articles (news, announcements, etc.)

6.

10 years of temperature, air, pollution, and other data

7.

6 Million + searches
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Some curious data trends
1.

30% of the 17-30 year old population we studied is in London. The rest are in the
metros - with about 6% in Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, and others.

2.

However, % of those engaged with climate issues (+ or negative) is higher in places like
Plymouth (4% of their 17-30 population) and Oxford (4%)

3.

Coverage for climate change with respect to cities is highest in London, Liverpool,
Cambridge.

4.

Highest temperature change is seen in Birmingham, Coventry, Northampton,
Wolverhampton and Walsall (all experiencing 20% change over a 20 year period)

5.

Flood risk index is not only coastal - we are seeing it in urban areas as well; similarly
areas like Gloucester, Worthing and Richmond are highly polluted (two are in London,
one is on the seaside)
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Clustering cities and regions

AXIS OF

IMPACT
Tangible Experience
Air quality, ﬂooding,
temperature
ﬂuctuation - some
awareness that all of
these are linked

No visible experience
Have not experienced
any “weather” or
“environmental”
incidents that they
classify as anomalous

High awareness of climate related issues: weather, ﬂooding, pollution,
etc.
The lighter colours represent cities more aware and also
experiencing something TANGIBLE.
The size of the circle = size of population.

AXIS OF

OPENNESS

Open
Communities that are more open,
think globally
Insular
Communities that are more
insular, local focused
High openness (political or ideological) to ideas and concepts.
The darker colours are cities that are “more open”, and the
lighter colours are more “insular”.
At ﬁrst glance, this follows similar patterns as the referendum vote.

This allowed us to cluster the cities into a series of groups : from highly
open and highly aware, to highly insular and non aware …
Based on these clusters, we built our some higher order groupings.

Avoidant:
Bolton
Derby
Coventry
Stoke-on-trent
Birmingham

Indifferent:
Wolverhampton
Nottingham
Northampton
Newark
Walsall
Malvern
Stratford-uponavon

Skeptical
Believers:
Plymouth
Southampton
witham

Somebody Else's
Problem:
Boston
Maidstone
Worthing
Portsmouth
Torbay
Gloucester
Preston
Bolton

Unactivated
Allies:
Oxford
Reading

Active Allies:
Chesham
Liverpool
Manchester
York
Altrincham
Macclesﬁeld
Leeds

Aware and
action focused:
Richmond
Cambridge
London

Activist Mentality:
Cardiff
Swansea
Sunderland
Stockton-on-tees
Belfast
Bristol
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Clustering social media and search per
cluster

Avoidant: Search Engines
CITIES:Rotherham,Stoke-on-trent, Derby, Coventry, Birmingham
Not open to climate and climate action issues. Though they are experiencing some effects of
air quality, water ﬂooding, temperature
The word cloud here shows the “rate of change” of
searches being done by this segment. “Rate of
change” is calculated as the %increase of search for
this keyword from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
1.

“LOCAVORE” - a way of impacting climate
change by consuming locally growing
produce.

2.

Search for basic information around climate
crises, and “is Global Warming Real”
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Avoidant : Social Media
A study of the social media uploads to understand the distribution of content around climate change.

Birmingham : Prominent voices are climate change deniers - they either
criticize the rhetoric that comes from celebrities or trivialise the efforts of
climate activists
Stoke-on-trent: Small local movements with some structural
recognition of climate crisis
Rotherham: Climate crisis written off as alarmist, people have been
activated for localised environmental issues, city council efforts are
disconnected

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below

Derby: Strong but fragmented grassroot movement coupled with
strong climate awareness with different individuals using both emotive
and factual approaches to raise awareness
Coventry: City council recognises climate crisis by city, ground
movement is fragmented, and loud cries of hoaxes and criticism from
deniers.
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Indifferent: Search Engines
CITIES: Wolverhampton, Nottingham, Northampton, Newark, Walsall, Malvern, Stratford-upon-Avon. Not open to
concerns about climate change, social good and collective action. They are not seeing visible impact of climate
change in terms of air quality, ﬂooding

The word cloud here shows the “rate of change” of
searches being done by this segment. “Rate of
change” is calculated as the %increase of search for
this keyword from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
1.

Measurement styles : credits, footprints,
audits, offsets etc.

2.

Social impacts : climate destabilization

3.

Climate denial research: what is climate
change, is climate change real.
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Indifferent : Social Media

Climate change is polarising: Denial is strong and met in equal measure by grassroot movements

Nottingham: Fragmented grassroot movements, strong denier
front discrediting the movement, narrative is fact driven,
responses to deniers is emotive
Wolverhampton: Some outright deniers of climate change, citing
it as a hoax, little structural or grassroots action
Northampton: People on the ground are talking a lot about it,
very fact based- sharing articles
Newark: not much action on the ground or from the city, some
denial

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below

Walsall: not much action of the ground, denial not that strong,
facts based
Malvern: not much action on the ground, talk of climate change is
very removed from everyday happenings
Stratford-upon-Avon: criticism of global activism, fragmented
local action
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Skeptical Believers: Search Engines
CITIES: Plymouth, Southampton, Witham.
Resistant to political action on climate change and collective action. Though some amount of potential
climate impact is anticipated (ﬂooding)

The word cloud here shows the “rate of change” of
searches being done by this segment. “Rate of change”
is calculated as the %increase of search for this keyword
from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
1.

Interest in wanting to know causes - and
actions that they can take. Cause of global
warming & how to reduce carbon footprint

2.

Some interest in cyclical movements - such as
“green-washing”

3.

Some interest in new concepts - “ecoﬂation” the impact of ecological issues on supply chains
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Skeptical Believers: Social Media
Plymouth: Global movements are polarising, with local engagement
meeting criticism and skepticism. Some local movements that make
climate change a more personal issue.
Southampton: fragmented, people who want to do something are
making personal, everyday steps, deniers are criticising global level
movements
Witham: global climate news, criticism of global movements, local
action mostly from retailers

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below
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Some Else’s Problem: Search Engines
CITIES: Boston, Maidstone, Worthing, Portsmouth, Torbay, Gloucester, Preston, Bolton. Less
open to climate and climate action issues - it is a distant problem. Some amount of climate
impact can be seen in air quality, water ﬂooding, temperature
The word cloud here shows the “rate of change”
of searches being done by this segment. “Rate of
change” is calculated as the %increase of search
for this keyword from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
●

●

●

Growing interest in ecological
issues: plastic pollution, solar power,
recycling, deforestation, wildlife,
emission, icebergs
“How to stop global warming” and
“how people are relocating for
climate change”
Some interest in wars /that can be
the outcome of CC
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Someone Else’s Problem: Social Media
Preston: Sentiment that tackling climate change is a real but removed
problem, largely discussed by people in power, not to be ﬁxed by the
everyman
Boston: Not much conversation around climate change
Maidstone: Conversation around climate change is fragmented, no hard
action from either deniers, activists or the city, international issue
focused

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below

Worthing: Climate change is discussed as a removed problem, talking
about far away problems, no strong local movements
Portsmouth: Active local movements, city intervention not as strong
Torbay: climate change is talked about in relation to the rest of the
world, fragmented local movements
Gloucester: Acknowledge problem, but no movements, sharing facts
Bolton: climate change news is international, some fragmented local
movement, not gaining much traction
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Unactivated Allies : Search Engines
CITIES: Oxford, Reading, Chesham. Open to climate and climate action issues, but currently unengaged / not taking action. Not directly seeing visible
impacts of climate change (e.g. air quality, temperature)

The word cloud here shows the “rate of change”
of searches being done by this segment. “Rate of
change” is calculated as the %increase of search
for this keyword from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
●

●

Education oriented → meaning of
eco friendly, world earth day, global
warming for kids - wanting to
“teach” and “learn” about this space
Some research into climate
variability and regulation - to
deepen their understanding
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Unactivated Allies: Social Media
Reading: General awareness about sustainability, sentiment is mild, not
much community movement
Oxford: discussion around climate change is at the international level,
some local action taken and not a lot of deniers
Chesham: not much local action, largely keyboard activists
*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below
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Active Allies : Search Engines
CITIES: Liverpool, Manchester, York, Altrincham, Leeds, Macclesﬁeld. Open to climate action issues - though
action is localised. Not directly seeing visible impacts of climate change (e.g. air quality, temperature)

The word cloud here shows the “rate of change”
of searches being done by this segment. “Rate of
change” is calculated as the %increase of search
for this keyword from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
●

●

Crisis oriented -- melting ice caps,
climate break down, climate
emergency, etc.
Some interest in understanding
shifting weather patterns and
variability & river levels of UK,
melting ice caps, plastic pollution
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Active Allies: Social Media
Manchester: Structural recognition of the climate crisis and
community action with focus on localised and tangible issues
(pollution)
Liverpool: Strong local movements with emotive-driven
climate awareness narrative
York: small and fragmented local movements substantiated
by evidence-driven climate awareness

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below

Altrincham: strong grassroot movement using both emotive
and facts to raise awareness, climate deniers calling climate
change a political hoax
Leeds: small fragmented climate movement with
emotion-driven climate awareness narrative and largely
keyboard activists
Macclesﬁeld: strong political outreach on climate change,
strong climate awareness uses both emotions and facts
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Aware and Action Focused: Search Engines
CITIES: Richmond, Cambridge, London. Open to concerns about climate change, social good and collective action engaging in discourse. They are beginning to see environmental impact of climate uncertainty - and willing to take
action
The word cloud here shows the “rate of change”
of searches being done by this segment. “Rate of
change” is calculated as the %increase of search
for this keyword from March 2019 to Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :
●

Signiﬁcant growth over a six month
period for climate emergency and
climate crisis, plastic pollution,
indicating an increased interest

●

Solution seeking : zero net
emissions, anti fossil fuels, carbon
offset, tree plantation also growing
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Aware and action focused: Social Media
London: Fact-driven climate awareness narrative with few active
climate action movements, much criticism on institutional efforts
to tackle Climate Change
Richmond: emotive-driven keyboard climate activism coupled
with strong institutional push on climate action
Cambridge: fact-focused climate awareness strengthened by
strong city and grassroot climate activism interest in international
news on climate change

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below

Activist Mentality: Search Engines
CITIES: Cardiff, Swansea, Sunderland, Belfast, Stockton-on-tees, Bristol
●
●

Open to learning more and acting more - highly engaged
Aware of potential impact - especially ﬂooding

The word cloud here shows the “rate of change” of searches
being done by this segment. “Rate of change” is calculated as
the %increase of search for this keyword from March 2019 to
Date.
The increases seen in this graph are :

●
●
●

Very high increase for crisis / emergency and
news seeking behaviour
Decrease for “climate war” and “climate rally”
suggesting a previous willingness to mobilise
Thinking of practical actions : carbon offset,
planting trees, carbon capture and storage
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Activist Mentality: Social Media
Sunderland: Small and fragmented local movements against
climate change with use of emotive language to sway and
persuade on each side.
Stockton-on-tees: Strong climate keyboard activism with small
and fragmented grassroot climate movement
Cardiff: Strong grassroot movement, bringing tying climate
change effects down to the local level to make issue personal.
Bristol: Activism is very intertwined with the everyday, from
climate change themed street art to climate crisis activism

*Graph legend is in the slide
notes below

Swansea: Climate awareness is very high with local events and
in-depth discussions but less action-oriented
Belfast: Strong, organised and action-oriented grassroot
movements that are heavily youth-centric
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Popular Narrative Styles

AXIS OF

SUBTLETY

AXIS OF

CONVENTION

CONFRONTATIONAL
Blunt, direct
presentation of the
message without any
care for softening the
tone etc.

RADICAL
Advocacy which involves
venturing into uncharted waters
in talking about these issues;
opening up new debates
CONVENTIONAL
Issues which are part of
society’s repertoire of ‘normal’
conversation topics, where it is
status quo to talk about them

SUBTLE
Nuanced, layered
messaging that does
not explicitly express
the point.

CONFRONTATIONAL
Unﬂinching
commentary on
everyday life

X

Strength from focus
and grit

X

Changing the
narrative frame

X

Past as route to future

X

X

Celebrating individual
uniqueness

X

X

CONVENTIONAL

Change is
progressive

Truths as “twists”

RADICAL
Deep thinking

X

Morally informed humour

X

Awkward everyday man

X

Metaphor to build
movement

X

Beneath the surface

X

SUBTLE
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COMMERCIAL: BENEATH THE SURFACE
Subtlety in communication is the preferred mode, not larger
than life / in your face dramatic action.
Plot dimensions: betrayal, intelligence, machinations, dark
humour, dishonour, expediency
The plots all signal that there is more to see than what you
see on the surface - individuals with the most immaculate
reputations have colourful backstories or a dark side
Examples:
●
Downton Abbey - captures the social dynamics and
tensions between classes
●
Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy - beneath the surface of
global events
●
This Is Going To Hurt by Adam Kay - black humour,
quiet heartbreaks and a glimpse behind a normally
stoic profession (Books Are My Bag readers’ choice
award.)
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COMMERCIAL: UNFLINCHING COMMENTARY ON EVERYDAY LIFE
Unﬂinching narratives that are acerbic. Both rap music and
high culture are all using the same route to truth.
Political commentary and entertainment are interlinked this is an extension of the Chaucerian tradition of
highlighting social issues via description of what is taking
place

Examples:
●
The Testaments by Margaret Atwood: on the
patriarchy (#3 on Amazon UK Best Sellers)
●
‘Nothing Great About Britain’ by Slowthai: on Brexit,
Theresa May (peaked at #9 on UK Album charts)
●
Inglan is a Bitch by Linton Kwesi Johnson: explores
race, class issues
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COMMERCIAL: THE PAST AS ROUTE TO THE FUTURE
The melancholic trope : revisiting the past, opening the hidden, digging in the corners of
memory.
From the Gothic / Romantic movements, to the contemporary, we see narratives such as
this become popular.
The past is a mystery to be solved : The Disappearance of Madeleine McCann, Then She
was Gone, the new Sherlock TV series
The past is a world to be remembered : Empire Narratives. WW2 Narratives
Overall, we ﬁnd that “looking back” is a powerful way to move into the future
Examples:
●
‘Someone Like You’ by Adele - lingering emotions of a Great Romance (1.4 billion
view count)
●
Then She Was Gone by Lisa Jewell - lost daughter, haunted mother and lingering
past (Sunday Times No 1 Best Seller)
●
Broachchurch - series centered around unresolved gristly past case (average 7.21
million viewers per episode)
●
Brexit - arguably a vote centred around imperial nostalgia
●
The Disappearance of Madeleine McCann
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COMMERCIAL: CELEBRATING UNIQUENESS
Diversity was originally about being able to
show multiple races, orientations and
contexts on screen.
Now diversity is not about “showing” but
also understanding and celebrating
uniqueness.
Examples:
●
British Army Recruitment: to attract
millennials to enlist in the army
(16,035 views)
●
L’Oreal True Match: offers makeup
products that suit a wide range of
skin tones (over 30k views)
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COMMERCIAL: STRENGTH = FOCUS + GRIT
Perseverance and the ability to stand one's ground is a key
trait seen across multiple plot lines. A contemporary
celebration of resilience is seen in the valorisation of ancient
ﬁgures - from Churchill to the soldiers of WW2.
We are also seeing this narrative emerge in advertising as well.
●

●

●

Dunkirk - the British troops and citizens resisted and
persevered in harrowing conditions, which originated
the term “Dunkirk Spirit” (£44.8m box ofﬁce)
Guinness’ ‘Some Are Made of More’ ad - uses the
symbol of the “gritty, fearless gladiator” to inspire
brand loyalty among its audience (358,164 views)
O2 #BeTheArmour ad that references Bushido warrior
codes of righteousness, heroic courage, and honor to
inspire a call to action (956,357 views)
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COMMERCIAL: TRUTHS AS “TWISTS”
The audience is ﬁrst presented with known facts before suddenly
presented with jarring statements that challenge their perspective.
This is a common narrative employed to deliver news and in politics,
and is often used to persuade a viewer in advertising, non-ﬁction
literature, and music.

SHOW BEFORE

Examples:
●
Sennheiser ad - ﬂipped the script of celebrities being the
authority on earphone quality: “Would you really take
sound advice from a basketballer? When it comes to
sound, image means nothing.” (15,357 views)
●
Born Free Foundation ad - brought viewers on an
emotional journey of a young cub’s growth before shocking
them with a story of betrayal to lay bare the grim,
proﬁteering reality of the lion trade (45,085 views)
●
British rapper Akala delivering acerbic social commentary
on white privilege on the radio talk show ‘Let’s Talk’ to shock
listeners on race and political issues
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COMMERCIAL: THE AWKWARD EVERYMAN
The protagonists in most of the narratives follow a common trope: they
are pursuing a noble cause, yet imperfect in relatable ways. In spite of
stringent social norms and niceties, the quintessential hero often
struggles to adhere.
Instead, heroism in the British context is more inconspicuous, with
strong beliefs and intellect being traits that are relatable to the British
audience.
Examples:
●
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine by Gail Honeyman (Sunday
Times No 1 Best Seller) - socially awkward protagonist
●
Harry Potter (£20.35b box ofﬁce)
●
Doctor Who
●
Maurice Moss from IT Crowd (Best Situation Comedy award at
the 2009 BAFTAs) and the extension of a similar character to TV
shows like “TRAVEL MAN”
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CAUSE-BASED: CHANGING THE NARRATIVE FRAME
Using everyday scenarios and stories to reveal
true, but distressing facts about policies and
behaviours. Empathy acceleration via shifting
the narrative frame.
In the examples here, motorcyclists and shown
human implants packaged as biker
accessories; viewers are taken into the dark
consequences of sex workers not being able to
work together.
Examples:
●
Revealing the truth about motorcycle
fatalities at a Biker Event (1,659 views)
●
Exposing a little known fact in sex
worker legislation (2,904 views)
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CAUSE-BASED: CRITIQUE VIA MORALLY INFORMED HUMOUR
A common techniques is employing humour as a
tool to poke fun at deep-seated political tensions
The humor is not “clever” - but has a strong moral
weight to it.
Examples:
1)
YouTube video on the release of David
Cameron’s Memoirs, summed up as “I
cocked it up” and calling it “essentially
reading for any student of contemporary
politics” - received 1,281 views
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CAUSE-BASED: METAPHOR TO BUILD A MOVEMENT
Delivering a powerful story / message via the
user of deeply relatable metaphors
These metaphors become signs, around which
movements are built - for example, the recent
“SHARETHEORANGE” for Alzheimer's, or the
surreal art for Stroke Association.
In addition, the metaphor allows for the
ﬂourishing of unique individual stories - that
give the issue a ‘new life’ that impacts the
conversation.
Examples:
●
Share the Orange (Alzheimers Research
UK) (15,454 views)
●
The Stroke Association: Rebuilding Lives
(2,765,094 views)
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CAUSE-BASED: CHANGING THE FRAME THROUGH DEEP-THINKING
Some of the communications are pushing a
philosophical message in order to re-energise people.
This can range from presenting a crisis as a deeper
question about humanity → “our oceans are unexplored,
and yet we kill before we discover”
OR
Positioning something as simple as prostate exam, as a
Hamletian dilemma /
Examples:
●
Prostate Cancer UK: Men We Are With You (12,091
views)
●
Surfers against sewage - urging people to end
plastic pollution to save marine life (59,952 views)
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CAUSE-BASED: PROGRESS IS COLLECTIVE
A narrative structure that highlights the struggles of the
oppressed - by race, sexual mores, or poverty
The narratives show the emergence of justice and
fairness - as a consequence of work, struggle and
ultimate victory
The stories are about how “change” happens with
partners - and allies - who motivate, support and care for
each other.
Example:
●
Pride jubilee in London (13,150 views)
●

UK Home Ofﬁce Knife free (1,309 views)
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Speaking to each cluster

CONFRONTATIONAL
Change is
UNACTIVATE
Truths as “twists”
progressive
Unﬂinching
AWARE
D ACTIVISTS
X
X AND
commentary on
everyday life
ACTION
X
ORIENTED
Celebrating individual
Strength
from focus
SOMEONE
uniqueness
and grit
X
ELSE’S
X
PROBLEM
RADICAL
ACTIVISTS
Deep thinking

CONVENTIONAL

Changing the
narrative frame
Past as route to future

X

X

X

SKEPTICAL

ACTIVE
ALLIES

Awkward everyday man

X

Metaphor to build
movement

AVOIDANT

X

Beneath the surface

X

INDIFFEREN
T

X

Morally informed humour

SUBTLE
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Some nudge design ideas
AVOIDANT

Message Type: Do you remember
the cycles of the seasons, the birds
chirping and the gentle rivers - how
could we once live in that world
and now don’t see it anymore ?
Problem to solve: not just a hoax
Action to trigger: some concrete
everyday actions that can be taken

UNACTIVATED
ALLIES

Message Type: You don’t have to
look far to see how much ﬁxing the
world needs. You don’t have to look
far to ﬁnd ways to help either
Problem to solve: Passiveness
Action to trigger: Joining local
community movements

INDIFFERENT

Message Type: Look at all the
stories that have been hidden from
you. Learning is acting, ﬁnd the
truth
Problem to solve: not taking action
Action to trigger: Talk to local
community groups

ACTIVE ALLIES

Message Type: One time is not
enough, you have a deeper calling
in you, so does your community.
Work together and fulﬁl your
purpose by striving for climate
action.
Problem to solve: Sustaining action
and integrating movements
Action to trigger: Inter-community
efforts

SKEPTICAL

Message Type: Climate change
denial is the biggest hoax on the
planet; people who say an
individual can’t make a difference
are lying to you
Problem to solve: Climate change
is beyond the actions of one person
Action to trigger: Bringing global
movement to local action

AWARE & ACTION
ORIENTED

Message Type: You see the
movement around you and want to
make it better- you jump in readily
Problem to solve: hypocrisy of
current climate leaders
Action to trigger: Joining the local
climate community

SOMEONE ELSE’S
PROBLEM

Message Type: Let’s be truthful now.
It’s your problem - every wasted
water, every plastic bottle/ everything
you do is responsible so everything
you do can also ﬁx it
Problem to solve: you can solve the
problem
Action to trigger: Research and learn
about local impact of climate change

ACTIVISTS

Message Type: We’ve done good
work together, and we’re in it for the
long run
Problem to solve: Sustaining and
inspiring efforts
Action to trigger: Sustained action
on larger scale- talks with city council
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Strategic Questions

What messages backfire? What triggers people in different groups to sway further away from climate messaging? What triggers the
deniers to be more vocal/active? If in some instances, we need to use a broader approach to campaigning, we need to ensure we’re not
pushing any groups away
We note that messages containing the following often triggers deniers to be more vocal and active:
PEOPLE SHOWN: the selection of individuals often determines the strength / longevity of the
message among deniers:
●
●

'Hypocritical' individuals telling them what to do: celebrities, rich people, politicians
Individuals who become the “face” of a movement - “Greta used a straw”, “The activist was
seen in McDonalds”

It’s about “the ordinary
people”...

TONE: morality, condescension and apocalyptic tones do not work
Taking the moral high ground: “not taking straws is the right thing to do” - quickly becomes
“they say people who take straws are evil”, they are disconnected from our everyday reality
Apocalyptic tonality; extreme polarisation and rejection happens when scare tactics are
used

●
●

Who can understand it in
sensible ways ..

CONTENT: Distance from local, from everyday life.
●
●

Abstractions: sea levels are rising by 5m, Temperatures are rising by 5ºC, species are going
extinct. What does this mean for us here in the neighborhood?
Distancing : forest ﬁres in the amazon, polar bear in the arctic, international agreements…
.. How can they relate to this? What does Climate Change mean in their local context?
What does it mean for working people / farmers?

… because it impacts their
everyday reality
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Population : Overview
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Population Sizes : By cluster only

We can create four groupings based on population
sizes:
1.

Aware and action focused are the largest
cluster, with 32% of the population; primarily
because of London.

2.

Active Allies and The Avoidant are the second
largest set, with 15% of the population

3.

Activist Mentality and Indifferent are about 10%
of the population. Someone else’s problem is 8%
of the population

4.

Sceptical Believers and Unactivated Allies, @
4% of the population,
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Population : By cluster and city
[We have removed London from
the graph here, as its population is
far greater than the rest of the
cities]
1.

Cities in “Blue” are worth
targetting, as they are
comparatively more
vulnerable

2.

Within this set, the
Avoidant, Sceptical
Believers and Someone
Else’s problem are more
inclined towards
not-engaging with the
problem

To target the smallest, most
resistant and vulnerable of this set,
would be to engage with the
“sceptical Believers” (i.e. 4% of
total set)
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Can we see the different areas in the context of those with marginal seats and low youth voter registration/turnout? This will be
useful to see separate to the above – knowing exactly which constituencies would interest us most to target.

Manchester, Liverpool and Leeds with low turnouts of 18-29
are all in the same cluster: “Active Allies”
What exists right now:
crisis, weather research, local movements &
grassroots social
What would work:
Morally informed humor
Metaphor to build movements

Birmingham is in the “avoidant” cluster
What exists right now:
Denial and push-back; skepticism
What would work :
Past as route into future
Underneath the surface
London is in the “aware and action focused” cluster - what
works is awareness building, action focused, face focus.
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Climate share of voice - % of individuals engaging with it in the 17-30 age group

These numbers represent the % of
individuals in the age group of 17-30,
who have engaged with or spoken
about climate related content in
September 2019
Plymouth, Oxford, Leeds,Bristol,
Cambridge, London and Worthing are
all at 4% of their 17-30 year old
population.
Some are unexpectedly high - as in September
Worthing had a large protest

York, Southampton, Manchester, Cardiff,
Swansea, Nottingham. Birmingham,
Reading are all at 3% of their 17-30 old
population
Please note: these contain all
conversations (from supportive to
sceptical)
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Climate share of voice - % of individuals engaging with it in the 17-30 age group

No signiﬁcant surprises on youth
involvement per cluster:
→ The indifferent, avoidant and
somebody else’s problem clusters have
less than 5% of the TG engaged on
average
→ Awareness and action focused;
unactivated allies, activist mentality are
all engaging.
Interestingly, Skeptical Believers - have
a high volume of individuals engaging
(both positive and negative)
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Thank you!
anurag@quilt.ai
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